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Abstract. Hospital is a public facility that must continue on full operation when a disaster occurs. In any disaster situation that results in a surge in patients, hospitals are expected to provide health services for the victims. This study uses mixed research methods. We combine qualitative methods using in-depth interviews and quantitative methods using questionnaires and hospital safety index scoring. The sample was taken by purposive sampling on hospitals’ management incorporated in the disaster management organization structure. The hospital safety index score result is 62.5%. The knowledge questionnaire results showed 77% percentage, meaning that the staff’s knowledge of disasters was excellent. RSUD Kota Yogyakarta’s Hospital Safety Index result means that it is still in category B. This category means that the hospital still has some risks affecting their maximum function in facing disaster.
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INTRODUCTION

Indonesia is a country where almost all of its areas have natural disasters. Data collected by the National Disaster Management Agency in 2016 shows that there are more than 19,000 natural disasters from the period of 2001 to 2015 .

Hospitals are public facilities that must continue to operate even when a disaster occurs. Hospitals are part of health care providers that have an important role in reducing mortality from disasters. Therefore, a hospital should be built and managed to deal with any crisis effectively. In any disaster situation that results in a surge in patients, hospitals are expected to provide health services for existing victims.

The economy of a country has a vital role in developing disaster management systems to reduce the vulnerability of an area affected by disasters. Given the complexity of this problem, hospitals must invest substantial effort in developing disaster preparedness plans and training while coordinating with the appropriate public health systems and government agencies. For example, the Joint Commission for Accreditation of Health Care Organizations (JCAHO) in the United States has issued a standard that requires hospitals to develop cooperative disaster planning "among health care organizations that, together, provide services to adjacent geographical areas." This standard also requires hospitals to test their emergency management plans twice a year, including at least one practice throughout the community to assess communication, coordination and command structures’ effectiveness.

METHODS

This study is a mixed-method research that combines qualitative and quantitative descriptive methods. Qualitative research methods are used to determine the implementation of disaster management policies in hospitals by in-depth interviews. Quantitative methods are used to determine the level of hospital preparedness for disasters assessed based on the disaster management and hazard index. The use of mixed methods in this study is intended to provide more comprehensive facts on the problems and answer questions that cannot be done by one method alone.

The subjects in this study were employees in the disaster management command system in Yogyakarta City Hospital. The research object is the existing condition of disaster preparedness in Yogyakarta City Hospital system.

We use the purposive sampling method, in which members of the population were chosen with certain considerations to answer the research question. The population of the study was all of the management staff of Yogyakarta City Hospital. The sample chosen from
the population is determined based on their position in the disaster management command system, job description in the system and willingness to be a research sample. The inclusion criteria were staff who works for more than one year of work time in Yogyakarta City Hospital. In this study, the exclusion criteria were employees who were on leave and employees who were unwilling to become respondents.

The research instruments used were WHO 2015 Hospital Safety Index, disaster knowledge questionnaire, interview questions, and interview recording equipment. The techniques of collecting data are by interview, direct observation, and document assessment.

Collected data will be analyzed using parallel or concurrent design. Quantitative and qualitative data analysis were done simultaneously and analyzed independently according to their respective designs. We then analyzed the data by connecting and comparing the results of quantitative and qualitative data analysis, and providing interpretations.

Quantitative analysis uses deductive approaches, from the determination of variables (concepts) and data collection. On the other hand, the qualitative method uses inductive approaches. The research process begins with detailing data regarding the topic or research problem, without evaluation and interpretation, then categorize each themes, concept or theory.

RESULTS

1. Disaster Management Policy in Yogyakarta City Hospital

The hospital already has a disaster management team divided into two: JHERT (Jogja Hospital Emergency Response Team) as a rapid reaction team and K3 Division (Occupational Safety and Health) as a disaster mitigation team. The JHERT team has the main task of leading disaster management assisted by hospital staff appointed according to the JHERT coordinator's checklist. Disaster management activities were setting the level of alert, coordinating each hospital element, and communicating and coordinating with other disaster management agencies.

2. Level of Disaster Preparedness in Yogyakarta City Hospital

This study uses a combined method of qualitative and quantitative. For quantitative method, we used the fourth module of WHO Safety Index form from 2015, the Emergency and Disaster Management module. This module has assessment items related to disaster documents and also points to hospital disaster preparedness management.

We retrieved data from field observations and interviews regarding the availability of the disaster documents. The results of these observations were stratified based on the level of danger, divided into low, medium, and high. Then we give scores to each level, such as 0 for the low level, 0.5 for the medium level, and 1 for the high level. The level determination is also regulated in the HIS form by WHO and different items. The result percentage is 62.5%. Therefore, making Yogyakarta City Hospital as a category B hospital, between 36-65%. This result means that if a disaster occurs, the hospital still has obstacles to do its functions optimally.

3. Knowledge of Disaster Management Employees at Yogyakarta City Hospital

The data were retrieved from the knowledge questionnaires to 30 respondents. The average knowledge results are 77%. Based on the grouping by Arikunto (2002), a good cognitive knowledge of disaster management is 76-100%, 56-75% is average, and <55% is bad. Thus, the Yogyakarta City Hospital staff have a good knowledge of disaster management.

DISCUSSION

1. Disaster Management Policy in Yogyakarta City Hospital

Hospitals are the community’s main hope when a disaster occurs that threatens many people’s lives and health, such as expected protection in the form of medical care for the injured and safe location to survive during a disaster. Disaster preparedness systems are the main key to hospitals’ success in overcoming mass casualties or other emergencies.

Coordination between hospitals, volunteers, employees, and other parties related to the disaster needs to be carried out both during a disaster and when a disaster is declared completed. The existing coordination system should be examined annually with simulations involving all relevant parties. This evaluation is needed so that the running system is always tested and ready when a disaster occurs.

In each disaster management plan, a responsible person should be assigned and has various job descriptions. There are no rules that requires the director to be the incident commander during a disaster. The team director from Yogyakarta City Hospital is the person in charge, but the incident commander's position is held by medical service sector's deputy director. The position will be active when the director determines the state of the disaster and will be stop when the disaster is deactivated. These are the interviews with the following respondents regarding the existence of JHERT (Jogja Hospital Emergency Response Team) and K3
"This hospital has two teams that play big roles during the disaster mitigation: JHERT as the field team, while the K3 team as a policy maker and trainer for the JHERT team."

The primary human resources present during a disaster are medical staff, including doctors and nurses. However, it cannot be denied that hospital resources must also be affected by the disaster. Thus, the staff who work on-call is needed to be present by the hospital. Essential human resources that should be present during disasters are orthopedic surgeons, anesthetists, obstetrics and gynecology doctors, and emergency doctors (emergency specialists). They are needed to be present because most cases when a disaster is a case of trauma. Nevertheless, when entering the recovery phase, the leading human resources are psychologists, physiotherapists, pediatricians, obstetricians and gynecologists, and other support staff. The Yogyakarta city general hospital already has specialist doctors, and medical support staff needed. However, setting a schedule that applies when a disaster does not yet exist, because the staff feel that they cannot perform their duties optimally in the event of a disaster. After having a perfect system, some factors can cause the failure of disaster management. These factors include the cessation of electricity supply due to infrastructure damage, lack of clean water supply due to damage to hospital water tanks, and various damage caused by most infrastructure. In addition to infrastructure, failure to coordinate with medical staff is also the main reason for the cessation of hospital services.

Successful disaster management is one that can withstand or even reduce the patient's mortality rate due to the disaster. The triage accuracy factor reduces mortality by 25% and decreases the cost of 12%. The operating room’s usage is following the indication of the patient. Therefore surgeons need to choose patients who need surgery.

For hospitals to have a good system, disaster preparedness team needs to be formed to formulate the disaster management guidelines socialized to all hospital staff. The guidelines will improve staff responses to disasters.

2. Level of Disaster Preparedness in Yogyakarta City Hospital

In supporting hospital disaster preparedness programs, the staff must have the training needed to be involved during a disaster. Training for medical and non-medical staff is needed to equalize staff's knowledge and ability in dealing with any scale of disaster. Yogyakarta City Hospital has conducted training for its staff but only to some portions of the staff and not routinely conducted. The hospital also sends some of its staff to external K3 training (Occupational Health and Safety).

The training for medical staff, especially nurses, is essential because nurses are the first line in patients' evacuation on the care ward. Regular training can improve nurses' response to evacuation and actions when a disaster occurs. Patients at the time of disaster are very vulnerable and need ongoing care, so that the first line that is swift in saving patients is a perfect strategy to prevent deaths in disasters.

In the event of a disaster, hospital coordination was immediately carried out with the city government of Yogyakarta and the Regional Disaster Management Agency (BPBD). The hospital does not have a cooperative relationship with other health care networks.

The need for clean water supplies, food, consumables, medicines, and hospital linen for patients and employees can survive within 72 hours of a disaster. Also, there is still no agreements with local suppliers during the disaster.

The hospital room can be used for treatment rooms, and the lobby room can be set up as the maintenance ward. This situation was done in handling the victims of the mass disaster in the Bantul area earthquake in 2006. The maintenance ward located in the Azalea building had to be evacuated because it was located in a second and third-story building while the perinatal ward and delivery room were on the ground floor of the building.

Doctors and emergency care nurses carried out the victims' triage because all new patients were admitted from the ED. Locations and triage procedures already exist and are often tested, IGD personnel are already trained, and the resources for carrying out the triage follow the hospital's maximum capacity in a disaster situation.

3. Knowledge of Disaster Management Employees at Yogyakarta City Hospital

Knowledge is the underlying factor for nurses or other hospital staff to respond to disasters following disaster management guidelines. The Disaster Management Team and the K3 team need to ensure the level of staff knowledge about disasters in general and the guidelines implemented at the hospital. Not all nurses and staff of Yogyakarta City Hospital got disaster training. Therefore their knowledge differs depending on how often they are involved with the program. This situation is what creates a distance between the staff's understanding and practice of disaster.

The entire hospital response plan is contained in the disaster management book, but the book is not evenly distributed. This means that there is a lack of...
accessibility to disaster management guidelines for hospital employees. The guideline is often not updated, more than 12 months after the last update was made. Moreover, existing medical devices used during disasters and regulating procedures are not available at all times.

The disaster training in the Yogyakarta City Public Hospital can be categorized as Good (80%). The training that was already held was PPGD training (Emergency First Aid) for emergency care nurses and fire extinguishers training. The training frequency is only once every few years, and only a few employees are sent to take part in external training. Training should still be held as an evaluation of future disaster preparedness. Training for all employees in the Yogyakarta City Public Hospital, both medical and non-medical, is needed to equalize staff's knowledge and ability in dealing with any scale of disaster.

CONCLUSION

The results of the above research can be concluded that:

1. The hospital already has a Disaster Management Team called JHERT (Jogja Hospital Emergency Response Team) that acts as a quick reaction team for external disasters or handles internal hospital disasters. The disaster management plan is well documented in the Guide to Facilities and Security Management (MFK) of Yogyakarta City Hospital but has not yet been updated and re-socialized since 2015.

2. Observing and calculating Hospital Safety Index scores using 2015 WHO forms resulted in 62.5%, thus included Yogyakarta City Hospital as a category B hospital. It indicates that the hospital still has risks when a disaster occurs to function optimally. They already have disaster policies but are not evaluated annually.

3. The score obtained from respondents filling out the knowledge questionnaire is 77%. It indicates that their cognitive knowledge of disaster management is good.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Yogyakarta City Regional General Hospital Management needs to make revisions and improvements to the existing disaster management plan. Upon completion, the plan also should be routinely socialized to the staff.

2. JHERT should conduct routine training with a specific theme every few months for medical and non-medical staff to be part of the planned transition period. Nurses are the first line in handling the patients. Therefore they need to have training materials such as evacuation and handling of mass victims. Training for the JHERT should also be intensified by discussing how team members understood their job descriptions and their roles when disasters occurred.

3. All of the staff must participate in the training to have a better understanding and action towards disaster management. For the employee, the training includes evacuation, fire handling, and basic life support. For the management team, the training should be about creating a perfect hospital disaster plan.

4. Hospital Management should be more open with further research on disaster preparedness, thus, improving hospital shortcomings.
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